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Abstract: In This paper, we prove the some new fixed point theorems for         

contractive mappings in partially ordered soft metric space which generalize the common unique 

fixed point theorem to the case of         contractive mappings in partially ordered soft 

metric space with closed bounded set. Our results are the extensions of the results of some well-
known recent result in the literature. Obtained results are very useful in Business management 

and stock marketing. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In 1994 Mathews, introduced the notion of a partial metric space as a part of the study of denotational semantics 

of data flow networks. He also showed that the Banach contraction principle can be generalized to the PMS. Not 

only in mathematics, have POMS had vast applications in computer science, information science etc. Rao et al. 

[11] introduced the notion of          contraction maps with respect to another mapson a partial metric 

space.In this paper we introduced         contractive mappings in partially ordered soft metric space 

which generalize the common unique fixed point theorem to the case of         contractive mappings. 

A thought of soft theory as latest mathematical device is discussed in 1999 Molodtsov [10]. Models of soft set 
are contributed by several researchers (see [7], [8], [9]). In recent times Wadkar et.al ([12]) shared his plan of 

FPT in SM space. In this paper the results are the expansion of Wadkar and et.al [5]. In this paper we use some 

definitions and characteristics of soft set from [5]. Bhardwaj [1] have recently demonstrated some new 

outcomes for withdrawals in CPMS. Wadker et al. [12] likewise demonstrated coupled fixed point hypothesis in 

somewhat requested PMS. Several papers have been published containing fixed point results for contractive 

mappings with different CBS in POMS                            
In this paper we shall prove new coupled fixed point theorems         contractive mappings in partially 

ordered soft metric space with closed bounded set by employing some notions of wadker et al. [12] and Rao et 

al. [11] as well as a rational type contractive condition. 

 

Definitions and Preliminaries 
Throughout this paper we represent coupled fixed point (CFP), complete partial soft metric space (CPSMS), 

partial metric space (PMS), partially ordered soft metric space (POSMS). 

Now, let us recall some basic concepts and facts about (POMS) and (POSMS).  

Definition         A partially ordered set is a set p and a binary relation   denoted by       such that for all 

         

i.                   
ii.                            

iii.                             
Definition         let       be a PMS 

i. A sequence      in       is said to convergence to a point     if and only if 

                      
ii. A sequence      in       is said to be Cauchy sequence if                    exists and is finite. 

Definition         A metric space      is said to be complete if every Cauchy sequence in X is convergent. 

Definition          Let      be a metric space. An element           is said to be a CFP mapping 
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Definition          A contractive mapping           is called a contraction mapping if there exists 

        such that                             and     is said to be a fixed point of T if          
Definition           Let  be a universe and  be a set of parameters. Let      denote the power set of  . A 

pair     ) is called a      over  , where  is a mapping given by         . 

Definition            A mapping                        is said to be a        on the        if  

1)      
    

                
    

       

2)      
    

                       
     

   

3)      
    

        
    

             
    

      

4)      
    

        
    

        
    

             
    

    
      

The        with the soft metric    on    is called a       and denoted by            or        .  

Definition       Let            be a      and    be a non negative soft real number. Then the soft set     
      

   
               

    
        is called soft open ball with center   

  and of radius     

Example      Let              and let soft partial metric    be defined as follows:  

      
      

                        

      
      

                                         

      
      

                     

Where   is a natural number of set. Therefore            be a        
 

MAIN RESULTS  

Theorem     Let        be a POSMS and let mappings               
Satisfy the following conditions; 

i) For each                           
ii)                                                                                         

             

where          are non-negative real numbers and           
 

 
  Then there exists      such that 

               
Proof. Let              is a non-empty CBS of X. We can choose that            for this    by the same 

reason mentioned above        is non-empty closed bounded subset of   . 

Since            and        are CBS of X, there exist           such that 

                                      

where       
         

             
 

         

             
  

                             

                                                              

                                           

                                                    
                                     

                                                    
                                                

           
         

             
                     

                                 

Thus for this            is a non-empty CBS of X. 

Since           and        and         are CBS of X, there exist           
Such that 
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Similarly this process continue and we get a sequence       such that              or              and 

                                     . 

Suppose     be given, choose that, a natural number    such that                            

                  
       is a Cauchy sequence in       is a CPMS,       such that        So choose a natural number    

such that 

         
                

                 
 and  

           
                

             
      . 

                               
                            

                                                                   

                                   
                                                              

                              

                                                                     
                                     

          
         

              
           

          

              
               . 

          
 

 
 for all      we get 

 

 
             and as      we get 

 

 
   and P is closed 

             but            . Therefore             and so       .  
Similarly it can be established that       . Hence            . 
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